
Chapter Five 

Proposed Solution 

A fuzzy logic based approach is proposed for automated control of the process 

considering, 

• Highly non linear nature of the process, 

• Involvement of multiple variables, 

• Necessity to base the control on operator past experience, 

• Necessity for easy reconfiguration on field experiments for different climate 

conditions and physical trough characteristics depending on the factory location. 

5.1 Methods and Techniques 

An averaging flow grid is proposed for obtaining the air flow rate input to the control 

system. The air flow grid consists of two tubes mounted diagonally across the trough and 

the tubes are drilled with a series of equally spaced holes. The holes in one tube face 

directly upstream and sense total pressure, while the pair of tubes on the second tube 

faces forward in an inclined angle so that it senses static pressure. The total and static 

pressure are averaged along the length of each tube and provide pressure signals out the 

trough. The pressure differentials across these connectors can be fed to a pressure 

transmitter with square rooting function which can give a 4-20mA electrical signal which 

is the input signal for the control system. 

M = ~ (5.1) 

Where, 

M = Flow grid magnification factor, 

AP = Flow grid differential pressure (Pa) 

PV = Chamber mean velocity pressure (Pa) 
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The velocity relationship is 

V = ^ ~ x P V (5.2) 

V = Mean air velocity (m/s) 

p = Density of air (kg/m3) 

Therefore the basic formula for the flow grid is 

rr 2 AP 

And allowing for changes in air density, 

V = J— x — xCF (5.4) 
p0 M ; 

Where, 

p0 = Standard density of air 1.2 kg/m3 

r r p0 101350 T 101350 
Lb = — = x x (5.5) 

p B 293 101350+ PS
 v ' 

B = Barometric pressure (Pa) 

T = absolute air stream temperature degrees K 

P.s = Chamber static pressure (Pa) 

To obtain the volume flow rate, 

Q = AxV (5.6) 

Q = Ax -x^-xCF (5.7) 
\Po M 

Where, 

Q =Volume flow rate 
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For Fuzzyfication of the input Air Flow, five membership functions are defined. The 

input universe is 0 to 30,000 cfm. The width of each membership function is selected to 

be around 10,000 cfm. The leftmost and rightmost membership functions are shouldered 

ramps and the three in the centre are symmetrical triangles of the same width. Overlap is 

selected to be around 50%. 

MF NAME NoFlow LowFlow StandardFlow HighFlow FullFlow 

BASE x (10J) 0-10 5-15 10-20 15-25 20-30 

SHAPE Trapezoidal Triangular Triangular Triangular Trapezoidal 

POINTS 0,0,5,10 5,10,15 10,15,20 15,20,25 20,25,30,30 

Table 5.1: Fuzzyfication of Input Air Flow 

NoFlow LowFlow StandardFlow HighFlow FullFlow 
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Figure 5.1: Fuzzyfication of Input Air Flow 
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For Fuzzyfication of the input Chamber pressure, four membership functions are defined. 

The input universe is 0 to 100 Pa. The width of each membership function is selected to 

be around 25 Pa. The leftmost and rightmost membership functions are shouldered ramps 

and the three in the centre are symmetrical triangles of the same width with an overlap of 

around 50%. 

MF NAME VLowPressure LowPressure MediumPressure HighPressure 

BASE 0-40 20-60 40-80 60-100 

SHAPE Trapezoidal Triangular Triangular Trapezoidal 

POINTS 0,0,20,40 20,40,60 40,60,80 60,80,100,100 

Table 5.2: Fuzzyfication of Input Chamber Pressure 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Chamber Pressure (Pa) 

Figure 5.2: Fuzzyfication of Input Chamber Pressure 
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For Fuzzyfication of the input Relative Humidity, four membership functions are defined. 

The input universe is 0 to 100 %.The width of each membership function is selected to be 

around 40%. The leftmost and rightmost membership functions are shouldered ramps and 

the three in the centre are symmetrical triangles of the same width with an overlap of 

around 50%. 

MF NAME Dry MediumRH HighRH Humid 

BASE 0-40 20-60 40-80 60-100 

SHAPE Trapezoidal Triangular Triangular Trapezoidal 

POINTS 0,0,20,40 20,40,60 40,60,80 60,80,100,100 

Table 5.3: Fuzzyfication of Input Relative Humidity 

Dry MediumRH HighRH Humid 
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Figure 5.3: Fuzzyfication of Input Relative Humidity 
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For Fuzzyfication of the input Chamber Temperature, four membership functions are 

defined. The input universe is 0 to 50 C. The width of each membership function i s - ^ ' 

selected to be around 20 C. The leftmost and rightmost membership functions are 

shouldered ramps and the three in the centre are symmetrical triangles of the same width 

with an overlap of around 50%. 

MF NAME VLowTemp LowTemp MediumTemp HighTemp 

BASE 0-20 10-30 20-40 30-50 

SHAPE Trapezoidal Triangular Triangular Trapezoidal 

POINTS 0,0,10,20 10,20,30 20,30,40 30,40,50,50 

Table 5.4: Fuzzyfication of Input Chamber Temperature 

HighTemp 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

Air Temperature (C) 

Figure 5.4: Fuzzyfication of Input Chamber Temperature 
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The blower fan is controlled by a variable speed drive and the fan speed is directly 

proportional to the operated frequency. 

. 120x frequency{Hz) janspeed(rpm) = 
no.of .motor .poles 

For Fuzzyfication of the input/output fan speed, six membership functions are defined as 

it is the most important controlled variable in terms of energy saving. The input universe 

is 0 to 50Hz. The width of leftmost membership function is selected to be around 10Hz 

while all other membership functions are of the width of 20Hz. All membership functions 

are symmetrical triangles with an overlap of around 50%. 

MF NAME Stop VSlow Slow Fast VFast FullSpeed 

BASE 0-10 0-20 10-30 20-40 30-50 40-60 

SHAPE Triangular Triangular Triangular Triangular Triangular Triangular 

POINTS 0,0,10 0,10,20 10,20,30 20,30,40 30,40,50 40,50,50 

Table 5.5: Fuzzyfication of Output Motor Frequency 
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Figure 5.5: Fuzzyfication of Output Motor Frequency 
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the process air input. The degree of mixing is controlled by controlling the damper angle. 

For Fuzzyfication of the input hot air damper angle, five membership functions are 

defined. The input universe is 0 to 90 degrees. The width of each membership function is 

selected to be around 30 degrees. The leftmost and rightmost membership functions are 

shouldered ramps and the three in the centre are symmetrical triangles of the same width 

with an overlap of around 50%. 

MF NAME Close LittleOpen HalfOpen Open FullOpen 

BASE 0-30 15-45 30-60 45-75 60-90 

SHAPE Trapezoidal Triangular Triangular Triangular Trapezoidal 

POINTS 0,0,15,30 15,30,45 30,45,60 45,60,75 60,75,90,90 

Table 5.6: Fuzzyfication of Output Damper Angle 

LittleOpen HalfOpen Open FullOpen 
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Figure 5.6: Fuzzyfication of Output Damper Angle 
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5.2 Development of the Control Algorithm 

Axial Fan 
Green Leaf 

Hot Air 
1 intake 

Figure 5.7: Layout of the Withering Trough 

If the air velocity at the exit of the withering trough is Vbed (m/s), and the air exit area of 

the trough is Abed(m2) then the volume flow rate through the withering bed Qbed (m3/min) 

can be obtained as follows. 

Qbed ~ ^bed Abed (5.8) 

In the same way if the air velocity at the measuring point at the air intake of the withering 

trough is Vin,ake (m/s), and the air intake area of the trough is Awmke (m2) then the volume 

flow rate through at the intake of the bed is Q,„tofe (in/miri) cab be obtained as follows. 

a = V A int ake int ake int ake (5.9) 

Instead of measuring the air velocity directly we can derive the air velocity from the 

differential pressure reading obtained at the point of measurement as follows using 

equation 5.2. 

v = —xPV inmate -i r int ake 
V P 

(5.10) 
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Vbed=l-*PVbed -f ( 5 i 3 ) 
VP 'V 

Qint ake ^ int ake Ant ake ( 5 - 1 2 ) 

Qmtake ~ J X P ̂ int ake X Am ake (5.13) 
V P 

Qbed =VbedAbed (5.14) 

Q b e d = ^ P V b e d ^ A b e d (5.15) 

Qmtake = Qbed (5.16) 

Considering experimental trough dimensions and equal pressure at two measuring points. 

Aimake=0.85in2 

Abed=27m2 

^mt ake X Ant ake = ^bed X Abed (5.17) 

For an air intake velocity of 5.0 m/s, the air velocity through the tea leaves is 0.15m/s. 

As the air velocities of this range cannot be measured accurately in the process 

environment, air velocity at the intake can be measured and output air velocity can be 

calculated for processing. 

Degree of withering: 

Percent wither (Pw), which can represent the degree of withering, may be expressed as, 

Pw = 
( T7 \ 

xlOO, (5.18) EK. 
J 

Where Im is initial mass of leaf, kg; Fm is final mass of leaf, kg. 

If M l is moisture loss, in percent (wet basis) of tea leaf during withering then, 
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(5.19) 

Or M, = 1 0 0 - / 1 i. w (5.20) 

Thus, percent moisture loss (physical withering) is inversely related to the magnitude of 

percent wither; the exact relation being the value of percent moisture loss is complement 

of percent wither, and vice versa. 

5.3 The fuzzy inference system 

Following is the summary of details of the fuzzy inference system. 

Name = FWC 

Type = mamdani 

Number of Inputs = 6 

Input Labels = 

AirFlow 

Pressure 

RHumidity 

Temperature 

MFrequency 

DamperAngle 

Number of Outputs = 2 

Output Labels = 

MFrequency 

DamperAngle 

Number of Rules = 45 

And Method = min 

Or Method = max 

Imp Method = min 

Agg Method = max 

Defuzzyfication Method = centroid 
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5.4 Rule base 

At the start of the process there is no flow and pressure build-up is minimal. It is 

necessary to build-up the flow and pressure gradually preventing the tea leaves thrown up, 

out of the bed or creating blow holes. 

IF (AirFlow is NoFlow) and (.Pressure is VLowPressure) and (MFrequency is Stop) 

THEN (.MFrequency is VSlow) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is VLowPressure) and {MFrequency is VSlow) 

THEN (.MFrequency is Slow) 

IF (.AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is LowPressure) and (MFrequency is VSlow) 

THEN (MFrequency is Slow) 

If the required flow level is achieved with maintaining the correct chamber pressure level 

then the process can be continued in the same range of fan speed. 

IF (AirFlow is StandardFlow) and (Pressure is LowPressure) and (MFrequency is 

VSlow) THEN (MFrequency is VSlow) 

IF (AirFlow is StandardFlow) and (Pressure is LowPressure) and (MFrequency is Slow) 

THEN (MFrequency is Slow) 

IF (AirFlow is StandardFlow) and (Pressure is MediumPressure) and (MFrequency is 

Slow) THEN (MFrequency is Slow) 

If the air flow rate is at correct range, but chamber pressure is higher than the efficient 

range, then the fan speed is reduced and air humidity level is further decreased to 

compensate for the deduced air flow provided that the chamber temperature is not too 

high. Also low flow rates at higher pressures also imply inefficient operation and reduced 

fan speed with improved relative humidity levels will save energy. 

IF (AirFlow is StandardFlow) and (Pressure i s Medium Pressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (MFrequency is Fast) and (DamperAngle is not FullOpen) THEN 

(MFrequency is Slow) (DamperAngle is FullOpen) 
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IF (AirFlow is StandardFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (MFrequency is FullSpeed) and (DamperAngle is LittleOpen) THEN 

(MFrequency is VFast) (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (Temperature is LowTemp) 

and (MFrequency is FullSpeed) and (DamperAngle is LittleOpen) THEN (MFrequency 

is VFast) (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (Temperature is LowTemp) 

and (MFrequency is VFast) and (DamperAngle is LittleOpen) THEN (MFrequency is 

Fast) (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (Temperature is LowTemp) 

and (MFrequency is Fast) and (DamperAngle is LittleOpen) THEN (MFrequency is 

Slow) (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (Temperature is LowTemp) 

and (MFrequency is FullSpeed) and (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) THEN (MFrequency is 

VFast) (DamperAngle is Open) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (Temperature is LowTemp) 

and (MFrequency is FullSpeed) and (DamperAngle is Open) THEN (MFrequency is 

VFast) (DamperAngle is FullOpen) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (Temperature is LowTemp) 

and (MFrequency is VFast) and (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) THEN (MFrequency is 

Fast) (DamperAngle is Open) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (Temperature is LowTemp) 

and (MFrequency is VFast) and (DamperAngle i? Open) THEN (MFrequency is Fast) 

(DamperAngle is FullOpen) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (Temperature is LowTemp) 

and (MFrequency is Fast) and (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) THEN (MFrequency is Slow) 

(DamperAngle is Open) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (Temperature is LowTemp) 

and (MFrequency is Fast) and (DamperAngle is Open) THEN (MFrequency is Slow) 

(DamperAngle is FullOpen) 
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IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (.Pressure is MediumPressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (.MFrequency is FullSpeed) and (DamperAngle is LittleOpen) THEN 

(.MFrequency is VFast) (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) 

IF {AirFlow is LowFlow) and (.Pressure is MediumPressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (MFrequency is FullSpeed) and (.DamperAngle is HalfOpen) THEN 

(MFrequency is VFast) (DamperAngle is Open) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is MediumPressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (MFrequency is FullSpeed) and (DamperAngle is Open) THEN 

(MFrequency is VFast) (DamperAngle is FullOpen) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is MediumPressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (MFrequency is VFast) and (DamperAngle is LittleOpen) THEN 

(MFrequency is Fast) (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is MediumPressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (MFrequency is VFast) and (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) THEN 

(MFrequency is Fast) (DamperAngle is Open) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is MediumPressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (MFrequency is VFast) and (DamperAngle is Open) THEN (MFrequency 

is Fast) (DamperAngle is FullOpen) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is MediumPressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (MFrequency is Fast) and (DamperAngle is LittleOpen) THEN 

(MFrequency is Slow) (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is MediumPressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (MFrequency is Fast) and (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) THEN 

(MFrequency is Slow) (DamperAngle is Open) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is MediumPressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (MFrequency is Fast) and (DamperAngle is Open) THEN (MFrequency 

is Slow) (DamperAngle is FullOpen) 
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IF (AirFlow is StandardFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (Temperature is 

LowTemp) and (.MFrequency is Fast) and (DamperAngle is not FullOpen) THEN 

(MFrequency is Slow) (DamperAngle is FidlOpen) 

IF (AirFlow is LowFlow) and (Pressure is HighPressure) and (MFrequency is 

FullSpeed) THEN (MFrequency is VFast) 

It is required to avoid very low chamber temperatures 

IF (Temperature is VLowTemp) and (DamperAngle is not FullOpen) THEN 

(DamperAngle is FullOpen) 

Air flow rates higher than the moisture removal capacity of leaves is a waste of energy 

and should be avoided. 

IF (AirFlow is FullFlow) and (MFrequency is FullSpeed) THEN (MFrequency is Slow) 

IF (AirFlow is FullFlow) and (MFrequency is VFast) THEN (MFrequency is Slow) 

IF (AirFlow is FullFlow) and (MFrequency is Fast) THEN (MFrequency is VSlow) 

IF (AirFlow is FullFlow) and (MFrequency is Slow) THEN (MFrequency is VSlow) 

IF (AirFlow is HighFlow) and (MFrequency is FullSpeed) THEN (MFrequency is Slow) 

IF (AirFlow is HighFlow) and (MFrequency is VFast) THEN (MFrequency is Slow) 

IF (AirFlow is HighFlow) and (MFrequency is Fast) THEN (MFrequency is VSlow) 

IF (AirFlow is HighFlow) and (MFrequency is Slow) THEN (MFrequency is VSlow) 

The relative humidity of the process air has to be maintained at minimum level provided 

that the air temperature limit is not exceeded. 

IF (RHumidity is Humid) and (Temperature is not HighTemp) and (DamperAngle is not 

FullOpen) THEN (DamperAngle is FidlOpen) 

IF (RHumidity is HighRH) and (Temperature is not HighTemp) and (DamperAngle is not 

FullOpen) THEN (DamperAngle is FullOpen) 
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Maintaining the air temperature close to lower levels improves the quality of processed 

tea. 

IF (Temperature is HighTemp) THEN (DamperAngle is Close) 

IF (Pressure is not HighPressure) and (Temperature is MediumTemp) and 

(DamperAngle is FidlOpen) THEN (DamperAngle is Open) 

IF (Pressure is not HighPressure) and (Temperature is MediumTemp) and 

(DamperAngle is Open) THEN (DamperAngle is HalfOpen) 

IF (Pressure is not HighPressure) and (Temperature is MediumTemp) and 

(DamperAngle is HalfOpen) THEN (DamperAngle is LittleOpen) 

IF (Pressure is not HighPressure) and (Temperature is MediumTemp) and 

(DamperAngle is LittleOpen) THEN (DamperAngle is Close) 
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